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A nice 1927 J model Harley for sale right here in WA – Glen will tell you about it.

This month we have more interesting stories including:
•

Vale – A brief insight to John Markham’s experiences – page 3

•

Old Wogs on Tour (day 7) – page 6

•

Andrew’s Ride – page 10

•

Adelaide to Darwin Veteran Rally – page 22

•

Indian Motorcycle 1st Anniversary Ride – page 14

•

Committee Meeting Minutes – page 17, and much more …

… enjoy the read.
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G’day Members
It’s September and "In the Spring a young man's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of love." so the
poem goes. We have a lot going on this month
with a spring ride to Yarloop and the of course the
Distinguished Gentleman’s Ride. I hope you have
all registered to ride.
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There has been an EAMC Gentleman team set up
so that we can ride as a group. You have to be
registered to undertake the gentleman’s ride. See
our team page here. If you are not planning to
ride then please donate to the team fundraising,
with all funds being raised to go to the Research
for Prostate Cancer.
We all enjoyed a great day out Andrew’s “Make it
up on the day ride”; a nice run through the Swan
Valley and up over the hills. See the ride report.
Thanks Andrew another great day out.
The AGM will be coming up in October so start to
think about whether you would like to join the
committee or nominate someone to undertake a
role. Proxy votes to Glen via the PO Box or Email
to the club address if you wish. The committee is
always looking for new members, new ideas, new
ride leaders, new places to go. So nominate
yourself and see how rewarding it is.
‘til next month.
Stay safe, stay upright, stay warm and enjoy life
every day.
Regards
Toljy

Foundation members:
Alan Anderson, Allan Eaton, Audrey Wood, Bill
Walton, Bill White, Bob Green, Dave Bunning, Dave
Pearcey, Ed Buegge*, George Wood, Graeme Davis,
Graham Datson, Ian Fitzgerald, Ivor Wigley, Jeremy
Bromley, John Griffin, Joseph Brajkovich, Ken
Dickman, Linda Forsyth, Matthew Powell, Murray
Morell, Norman Lewis, Rod Lewis, Rex McRae, Rod
Payze*, Rolf Jorgensen, Stan Butler*, Stuart Fyfe,
Sue Leitch, Ward Adamson, Wayne Elezovich

President EAMC
earlyamericanmc@gmail.com
0488 065 778

* Deceased

Life Members:
Rod Lewis 2009, Jeremy Bromley 2010, Ivor Wigley
2011, Geo Wood 2011, Wayne Elezovich 2012
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VALE The passing of
another member
Sadly a recent (past) member of the EAMC passed
away in August and left behind a rich link to WA
history. John Markham was a real character
and a member of many motorcycle, car and aero
clubs including a member of our club for a period.
John was a non-riding member who would have
loved to ride in our events but health, work,
family, family and other commitments prevented
him from participating more fully in our activities.
Indirectly I met John through his bike. It led our
life paths to coincide and from that point we had
infrequent meetings and would (with Glen
McAdam) discuss love, life and the universe, all
the while being entertained by John’s occasional
tales recapping his aircraft adventures.
In about 1987 I went to an auction of old bikes and
lots of frames owned by a local named Ben
Brouwer. Amongst the complete bikes was an
unrestored 1935 VL Harley which I had a special
interest in because it was reputed to have been
the local Police Bike in Three Springs which is only
a few miles from where my mother grew up. I had
also started the worldwide VL Register so was
always on the look out for these relatively rare
models. To cut a very long story short, the bike
was sold and that was the last I saw of it.
About 2000 I was the Chief Machine Examiner of
the Vintage Motorcycle Club of WA and had
agreed to do the annual concessional registration
examination of a few bikes that older owners
couldn’t get transported to the examination day.
I went to John’s house and met him for the first
time and he told me that he had purchased his
1935 VL at an auction in Geraldton – it was the
same bike. When John bought it, he had it
restored by Jim Forster from Rockingham but had
never ridden it as he never had the time. I
examined it every year at his home and later in an
aircraft hanger at Jandakot airport where it was
later kept. After each examination it would go
straight back into storage until the next year.
Moving forwards to about 2012 John decided to
sell his three bikes and I was lucky enough to get
the opportunity to buy the bike that I had lusted
after almost 25 years earlier. After the first long
ride I understood why John had loved the bike so
much as it is a real rocket ship.
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On our annual visit to the hangar at Jandakot
airport where the bikes were kept, John told Glen
and me about his adventures purchasing a plane
in middle America and then he (and an aircraft
mechanic he had the foresight to take with him)
flew the plane to north east USA and then across
into England, then into Europe, the middle East,
and over to India where he had a mechanical
drama with the valve rocker gear. Eventually he
managed to get the parts to fix it and flew down
through Malaysia and into Darwin and then to
Perth. What a fantastic adventure.
He also purchased the skeleton of what used to
be the Royal Flying Doctor aircraft and had it
restored to full flying condition – see the photo
below. A real piece of history.
Unfortunately John’s health declined over the
next 18 months or so and he passed away. A brief
insight into his life was provided by a web site set
up by his daughter:
Born in Australia on 3 August 1939
Passed away on 12 August 2014
Aged 75 years
In 75 years John lived enough to fill two lifetimes.
He was passionate about sport, particularly
tennis, Aussie Rules footy and cricket. He spent
many a weekend playing tennis with his father
and brothers and the games were always "take no
prisoners". He loved vintage cars, photography,
travel, country and folk music and collecting
anything and everything. He was proud of his
achievements in business having been involved in
land developments throughout Australia but
especially enjoyed his time working in the
Northern Territory. His proudest achievements
centred around flying, particularly bringing a twin
engine Piper Chieftain from the US, via the Arctic,
Europe, Middle East and Asia.
Overpage are a few photos which reflect the
diversity of experiences in his life. He didn’t ride
in any of our events but he was a keen,
enthusiastic and committed member of our club
and a dreamer with old bikes. It’s people like John
who bring a richness of life experiences to our
membership and remind us that life has many
dimensions and chapters which are often only
limited by our imagination, drive and
preparedness to have a go.
RIP John.

Rob & Glen
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Below: The ex-Royal Flying Doctor plane
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Above: John and his 1935 VL Harley
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Above: John and Mother Theresa
Below: An early venture into old cars

John as a young man
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Ride
Report
Old Wogs on Tour
2-9 Nov 2013 - Day 7
Quinninup to Alexandra Bridge.
After a great night sleep in the old timber town
cottage at the Quinninup Eco Village, another day
in the saddle was calling. We assembled after a
pretty quiet night though I understand that there
was some snoring going on…. Not pointing any
fingers, but we are a bunch of old men that fart
and snore, sharing space is always going to be
interesting. Six days down and everyone is still
happy and cheery, the bikes are behaving and the
weather has been great. It was crisp in the
morning but as the day progressed clear skies and
warmth were our riding companions.
Anyone that was not awake, certainly was as we
rolled out of the Eco Village, waking up a few
locals as we departed camp. We headed back out
towards the main drag along the edge of the
Quinninup forest. Our noise didn’t just wake the
sleeping campers but stirred up the local wildlife
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as well. As we settled in for the ride, out of the
bush on my left bounced Skippy. Obviously a fan
of Indian Motorcycles, he came down to say hello.
Instead of stopping to wave he bounded across
the road in front of me. Luckily he crossed the
road a good 100m or so in front of me and there
was no danger of hitting him. Running into a roo
is not something you ever want to experience on
a motorcycle.
Breakfast was now calling and Pemberton was a
30kms away. Nothing like an encounter with a roo
to work up and appetite. Down the South
Western Highway to the Vasse Highway turn-off
we rode.
We arrived in Pemberton. As usual the first stop
was for fuel, and then to find somewhere to have
breakfast. We choose the Millhouse Café. It was a
beautiful sunny day. They had an alfresco area
and there was an old train in it. What more could
a man on and old motorcycle want? Bacon and
eggs, coffee and an old steam train to climb on
while we waited.
Wayne and Graham climbed all over the old train,
made some funny choo choo noises and looked
like a couple of kids in a lolly shop.
Breakfast consumed, it was time to saddle up and
head off once again. The destination this time was
Alexandra Bridge, a little under a 100km away.
Just a couple of hours and we would be there
Below: Millhouse café Pemberton.
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SSM No7 Pemberton

Now our journey from Pemberton to Alexandra
Bridge is almost all running through the forests.
First the Gloucester National Park, which leads
onto the Warren National Park, then the
Beedelup National Park which eventually joins the
Donnelly State Forest. From there through the
Milyeannup State Forest and finally into the State
Forest No 58 and No 63, before arriving at
our final destination of Alexandra Bridge.
Scattered throughout the State Forests there are
plenty of free camping sites. Google a few if you
are heading down that way.
What shall we do now?

Breakfast in Pemberton
Now if you have never been to
Alexandra Bridge before I would
recommend that you pay it a visit.
It is a free camping area nestled on
the banks of the mighty Blackwood
River about 20mins out of Augusta.
It is a self-managed camp site with
toilets and water, and fire pits. It
also has a cold water shower if you
are brave, and a good supply of fire
wood. The ranger comes through
once a day to collect camp fees. It’s
$8.00 a night from memory and is
quiet and peaceful. In summer you
can swim in the river and catch fish
or chat with the other campers.
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Top left: Graham points out the obvious
Above: Waterwheel
Left: Leeuwin Lighthouse

We arrived not long after lunch and selected a
position pretty much in the centre of the camp
site, close to the amenities. We set-up camp,
dropped the trailer off the Challenger and headed
into Augusta for some lunch and few supplies.
First stop in Augusta was the Bakery. A couple of
pies and a cake or two and everyone was happy.
Next stop, the Cape Leeuwin Lighthouse which is
on the point where the Southern Ocean meets the
Indian Ocean. The lighthouse has been preserved
well and you can take a guided tour of the
lighthouse and grounds.
From the Leeuwin Lighthouse we headed down to
the beach area to check out the old fresh water
wheel, which used to bring fresh water from
nearby spring down to the boats that came
ashore behind the lighthouse.
After all that sightseeing it was back into town as
it was almost beer o’clock and a beer on the
verandah at the Augusta Hotel is an obligatory
thing to do. Again if you are in Augusta, I would
highly recommend a beer or a meal, if you are
there at the end of the day then it is the best place
for miles to watch the sun go down over the twin
oceans.
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Cheers
stories were told of how Graham saved the girls
from that Scandinavian
country by lighting a fire, and
we had great steak off the
BBQ and washed it down
with ales. As we sat there we
pondered what a great
journey we had come on and
what adventures lay ahead
of us…. ‘til next time as we
continue our adventure……..

Where’s Jimmy?

Camp Fire Alexandra Bridge

Back to camp with some steak and potatoes for
the campfire, and some Coronas
to wash it all down with. Graham
set to lighting a fire, and a beauty
it was too. Being the resident
expert Graham assisted a camper
full of girls from Sweden or
Denmark or Switzerland (not
really important) to help them
light a fire as well. They were
trying to light their fire with
Jarrah like they light fire back
home with pine or spruce and it
wasn’t going too well. Graham to
the rescue and they too soon had
a roaring fire and they were going
to need it as they all trotted down
for a cold water shower. It was
pretty chilled and relaxed place
to be that night,
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Ride
Report
Andrew’s “Make it up
on the day” ride.
August 17th 2014
Sunday morning came around quickly and there
was already some excitement building as I kissed
my gorgeous girls goodbye and headed out to the
shed. The weather was expected to be perfect
and I was keen for a decent ride to soak up the
early spring conditions.
As I pulled the cover of the little Scout, Jimmy
pulled up on his black 46 Chief all polished and
shiny… the bike looked good also.
I fired the Scout up, pulled on the Bell, locked the
shed and rolled out onto the road to head down
to Alfred’s in Guildford. We stopped briefly for
fuel at the top of “Greekmount” (because I was
riding with Jimmy, I had to talk proper) before
proceeding down the hill.

After a suitable amount of rhetoric and humour,
we decided to get a move on, however Tolj and
Paul had gone to get some fuel around the corner,
Tolj came back and Paul did not! Shayne and I
mobilised to rescue him providing some vital 12v
power to his stranded “Yellow Banana” After
many derogative Harley comments were made,
the yellow custom was jumped back into life and
we headed back to join the others. At this point,
Geo and Aud bade us farewell, apparently Geo
was taking Aud to breakfast to which we were all
very proud of him for doing so and they headed
off in the car.
Our arrival back to the Alfred’s car park signalled
the others to start their bikes, one by one they
came alive with the traditional V-twin idle…
except for one! Dean’s Chief was not playing the
game. One by one we all shut off until the only
thing to be heard was Dean grunting, kicking and
swearing. Paul was too scared to turn the banana
off, so he said he would go for a run and hook up
later. So, after some deliberating and fault
finding, it was clear he had crapped a condenser.
luckily Shayne had one and I swapped it out and it
started first kick.

Just under the Roe Hway overpass and there was
a flash of red and blue lights from a cycle cop who
pulled Jim over for some unknown reason. I
doubled back (legally) to join him only to find poor
Jim getting a ticket for an “incorrect licence
plate”, which is one of the Perspex reproduction
plates from the sign place in Midland.
Despite a poor start to the day, we bid farewell to
the police man who had clearly done such a great
service to the community by fining someone for
such a massive offence! We learned that our tax
payer’s money is indeed being spent in the right
way and the streets were being kept free of such
heinous crimes…
So we casually continued onto our meet point a
little later than we had planned, none the less still
feeling good about the fact we were out on the
bikes. Pulling into the car park at Alfred’s we
found Dean, Rodger and Chris along with Geo and
Aud who were in the Oldsmobile. Shortly after,
Tolj, Shayne, Kevin, Paul and Barry arrived and
there was much banter and idle chat.
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We all fired up, headed off out onto the road,
turned left over the railway crossing headed for a
much needed coffee in the Swan Valley. Turning
off into Yahava KoffeeWorks, we found Geo and
Aud’s Oldsmobile parked amongst the modern tin
ware, so ironically we crashed their date and
joined them for coffee. After a wonderful coffee
and cake, it was time to saddle up and head out
to soak up the day all be it suitably delayed, we
didn’t care…
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to see how well the collection of 40’s bikes
preformed, particularly some of the Chief’s
among us. It also provided an example of some
limitations of large bulky machines, even though
very minor, we were all very pleased with
ourselves as we wheeled into Brocky’s memorial
car park.

Destination; rescue Paul at Gingers, who had
stopped the bike and was unable to restart…
After once again jumping the banana back into
life, Paul had had enough by this stage and
headed home as his back has seen him out of
action for eight months. Kicking the Harley had
flared things up and it was time to retreat for
some medication and rest.
We pulled out onto the highway and headed
south back into the Swan Valley, then it was a left
into Brigadoon, heading for the famous
“Lancewood Ave” which takes you through to
O’Brien Rd in Gidge. Well, it wasn’t long into
proceedings once we began to climb up the scarp
that the red flag came down, as we headed up
over the top through the new estate, every one
began to ride with some vigour. The particular
part of Lancewood Ave, “the roller coaster”
provided a little stretch of the legs, bugs in the
teeth and resulted in a big bunch of grins, none
bigger than that of Chris’s on his 84ci Chief
“Scruffy Blue”.

The fun continued along O’Brien Rd, the child in
us all was out this day, enjoying the wonderful
twists and sweepers that O’Brien Rd is so famous
for. Riding with in the limit, it was very surprising
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There were plenty of smiles, even Kevin was
pleased with himself and was heard to say (in his
English accent) “that were bloody good road
ahy!”
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Ride
Report
Adelaide to Darwin
Veteran Rally 2014
Saddling up again, we continued along Clenton Rd
and then into Berry Road which takes us back on
to Toodyay Rd approximately 5 km’s north of the
Noble Falls Tavern. This too is a great little stretch
of road that incorporates some steep hills coupled
with some twists and a glorious straight which
saw the 4spd Chiefs eat up the road.

Back on Toodyay Road now and the tummies
were rumbling. We rode past the Pub (for some
this is hard to understand) with the Gidge Bakery
in our sights, more appropriately our stomachs.
This would have to be one of the best makers of
pies and assorted pastries in the hills and they do
a mean coffee.
At this point, as we all pulled off the road into the
Bakery, some left us and kept heading down
Toodyay Rd, most joined in the very satisfying pie
and coffee while swapping stories of muscling
their 550kg dinosaur through the twisties. The
underlying factor among us all, we all agreed on
how good the ride was, smiles all round evident
that it was a GREAT run.
Thank you to all who attended and I’m glad you
enjoyed it, I will do some more of those runs in
the future as I have plenty of tails undiscovered in
our hills…
Keep up the maintenance…
Andrew
0477 310 989
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By Graham Hammond
After the Perth to Sydney Rally the old Indian
needed a tidying up. The Perth to Sydney was the
first time out and the first big rally the 1918 Power
Plus had been on since being restored from a
motor and rusty frame I bought back in1971 for
$35. The four thousand km to Sydney in 2012 was
a huge test for the old Indian and for a bike that
had only just been restored it went quite well,
with just a few little problems that could be fixed
with a cable tie. The old Indian made it to Sydney
in fine style. When I found out about the Adelaide
to Darwin Rally I entered straight away. This
meant I had about 18 months to get the old Indian
in shape for another 4000 km ride.
I’ve known Wayne of the EAMC for a long while,
so I rang him and asked if he would have time to
rebuild the engine. Wayne said to get it out of the
frame and get it up here now. Wayne said he’d
never worked on a Power Plus engine before and
looked forward to it. In only a short time Wayne
had the engine totally rebuilt and rang me to say
“Come and pick it up”. Wayne was impressed with
the way the old Indian engine had gone together,
and said “You will get a lot of km out of that
engine.”
The months flew by and in between work and
family I rebuilt most of the Indian again because
there are no Indian dealers between Adelaide and
Darwin. After the bike was back together I did lots
of running in miles; one trip back to Wayne’s shed
for some magneto work and the bike was ready
for the big rally. I packed the 1918 Indian, Greg
Boothy’s 1911 Triumph and John Whiteman’s
1929 DKW into the back of the Hammond special
vehicles (HSV) trailer with all of our spares,
clothes etc. Greg drove the bikes and trailer over
to Adelaide where he met Margaret, me, two of
our grandsons and our
Early American Motorcycle Club

Mark Mc Kibbin, the rally organiser, got
everybody together for the start of rally
meeting and to hand out the rally packs.
With the meeting over it was time to don
the helmet and jacket and start the old
Indian and head to Darwin. As always
the old Indian started first kick. A photo
of the grandson standing alongside me
was taken then it was time to say
goodbye and head off. It was just
incredible, the atmosphere and the
amount of people that were there. All
the work that went into getting the old
girl ready for this day 1 and here I was
finally on my way to Darwin.
Our first day was 163 km to Burra,
working my way through the Adelaide
hills and the old Indian just loved it.
Before I knew it I was turning left at
Eudunda where I stopped for my first
break and fuel up. Back on the road and
turn left into Goyder Hwy to Burra. Burra
is a small wheat and sheep town just like
any one of the towns on the way. They
all had old stone buildings like most of
South Australia.

backup driver Ross Friend. We spent a few days
showing our grandsons around Adelaide before
driving out to Nurriootpa in the Barossa Valley
where we stayed before the start of the rally.
The 3rd of August 2014 was the start of the
Adelaide to Darwin rally. I made the missus and
the grandson’s breakfast, packed our gear into
the hire car, and with the temperature
at 5 below we had to pour hot water
over the windscreen to clear the ice.
The grandsons were excited with one
wearing my jacket and the other
wearing my old helmet. We headed to
the Birdwood national motor museum
for the start of the rally. It was an
incredible sight with all of the old cars
and bikes all getting ready for the
experience of a big long rally. They
were interviewing everybody, getting
heaps of shots of all of the bikes and
cars; 59 in all.
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Our first night of the rally. We cleaned
the bikes and made sure nothing was
falling off, then sat back and had a beer. John
Whiteman and his DKW wouldn’t be joining us
until Coober Pedy due to work commitments.
Greg’s first day on the 1911 Triumph was trouble
free, the little Trumpy was running well. A couple
of beers and we hit the sack early for the big day
two to Wilmington.
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Ride Calendar

these situations occur-----which they do with
regularity each and every day.

October 19th – AGM and Field Day
To be held at West Swan and Oval, annual
AGM and Field Day, start thinking about
nominations and committee positions. BBQ
lunch provided.
Field Day, AGM and BBQ Lunch
West Swan Oval and Hall
Nomination form for positions is at page 19.,
Proxy forms on page 20.

Kids need pain to learn so maybe pain is a part of
the safety lesson. They all like to play with fire and
a hundred warnings from an overly loving mum
mostly go unheeded. But one spark or close
encounter usually does the job. Life is more than
a bit that way.

November 15th 16th – Albany Hill-climb
Return for 2014 of the great week-end in
Albany. Some are planning to ride down,
some will trailer down. Some will stay for a
few days after. More Details to follow.
Wayne 0438 977 741
December Xmas Wind-up - TBA

Is This Safety Thing
Overdone?
You have to wonder, or in my case wander, what
this overdone politically correct occupational
health caper is on about at times. As Dolly Parton
remarked on stage more than once in her bouncy
career “You know what burns my ass!” Turned
out to be a flame about 3 feet high.
In my case what burns my ass turns out to be
some of these safety P/C moves by the do gooders
that have inflicted pain and not much gain during
my past few decades. Look we are talking safety
issues to some degree. Yeah OK.
BUT! Who gets techy trying to open a screw top
bottle with a kiddy proof safety ratchet? Who
gets bent out of shape trying to flick the plastic
cover off a paint spray can? Who gets their thong
in a twist trying to eat a Qantas meal with a tiny
flexible plastic spatula. Or if you’re English make
that spatular to be P/C. Who gets a stage closer to
rage every time buzzers and bells and chimes of
the modern motor vehicle deem that you are too
close to the rose bush, or a door is ajar, or the cat
is trying to get under a wheel as you reverse?

Sooo ---transfer these verbal ramblings to the
motorcycle safety issue if you will.
Go for it and ride wild and free and see if I care.
Look mum no hands, no feet, no helmet, wow did
you see the sparks, bloody hell that was close, and
damn no one to watch me. Double damn. Maybe
we need the pain of a mishap to take it all on
board but what the heck.
Go and enjoy just stay in one piece and be at
peace. Stay Safe
Pop

Indian Motorcycle 1st
Anniversary Ride
August 3rd will see Indian Motorcycle enthusiasts
from across WA gathering in Fremantle for a
spectacular ride up the coast. The event is being
organised to mark the first anniversary of the
relaunch of the iconic Indian Motorcycle name.
The 2013 Launch in Sydney saw the first
completely ground up brand new Indian
Motorcycles since 1953 unveiled. The big reveal
of the new bikes took place in Australia and the
USA simultaneously via live video link up.
Tim Aston and Geoff Bond, are organising the
event to celebrate what has been one of the
biggest stories in Motorcycling in recent memory.
Despite the lack of an Indian Motorcycle dealer in
WA, the keen motorcyclists are forging ahead
with a breakfast meet up for Indian Motorcycle
riders in Fremantle, then lead the riders of Indians
both old and new, on a run up the Perth coast.

In each case I raise my hand and in doing so
refrain from profanity, or at least try to, whenever
14
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What a turnout of bikes it was on the day with
plenty of new bikes a dozen or more old bikes a
few Harleys and some curious onlookers. What a
great morning as the sun shining on a sea of
chrome and leather, hot coffee from the café at
66 Motorcycles , the smell of sausages cooing on
the BBQ,….. there are worse ways to spend a
Saturday.

Onto Leach Hwy and down to Stirling Hwy before
swinging right for Port Beach and the coastal run.
The long snake of bikes wound its way along the
coast to the stares of onlookers and people having
brunch along the café strip in Cottesloe. From
there it was out onto West Coast highway and the
run along the northern beaches. The group reassembled when we got to Ocean Reef boat
launch car park. Here the team from ‘On Two
Wheels’ lined all the bikes up so that they could
video some for their upcoming TV series. They
also interviewed the organisers and some of the
riders.
The ride was a great success with all the riders
having a great day out. The organisers have
promised to organise another ride next year. A
big thanks to the organisers Tim and Geoff for
the invitation and for putting the whole thing
together.

Indian Line-up at 66 Motorcycles
Rex – Barry – Wayne
After an hour or so of standing
around enjoying the company
the bikes and the location the
group was called together to
discuss the ride. The plan was to
head out from 66 Motorcycles
and along the coast from Port
Beach all the way to Two Rocks.
A precession of between 50 to
60 motorcycles all fired up. It
was like a symphony of
percussion instruments. Tim
and Geoff led the group out.
15
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The Old amongst the New
guides will do it as well. The other is worn rings
and bore (oil consumption). Top end rebuild is the
only cure for this one. If the carb tuning is o/k and
the bike runs o/k, and as long as the smoke isn’t
too bad then don’t worry about it. A little oil burn
and smoke isn’t the end of the world.

Q&A #29
Smokin’ wobblin’
This is the Q&A section with ramblings from our
resident dumb ass mechanic. All answers should
be taken on board at your discretion
Question: What causes smoke at idle?
Answer: I do like questions that are short and to
the point. A couple of things will give you smoke
at idle. One is over-fueling which is easy to check
– just adjust the idle circuit needle until you get a
nice smooth idle (see previous tech tips for
pointers on this one). If the idle mixture is rich
then this will definitely cause it. Worn valve
16

Question: When I slow down and low speed turn
the bike feels a bit wobbly (Chief) any ideas?
Answer: Well Mate, head stem bearings (loose),
worn hard tyres, incorrect wheel offset and loose
wheel bearings will all give you low speed
instability. Check all these things first then give it
another try.
If you would like advice on any maintenance or
club related issue, feel free to drop us a line or call
the wog or Glen (See the front of the mag for
contact details). Keep the maintenance up, the
rubber side down and ride safely
Regards
Wayne Elezovich
D.A.M. (dumb ass mechanic), member #2 and
Patron
Early American Motorcycle Club

September Committee Meeting Minutes

•

Meeting held on 2 September2014
Venue: Barry’s place

•

Meeting opened 7.08pm
Attendees: Rob, Wayne, Glen, Jeremy, Mike,
Barry, Brian, Chris.

•

Apologies:
Minutes of previous meeting: Minutes of August
meeting read.
Moved Jeremy, Seconded Mike. Passed.
Business arising from the minutes.
•

Graham Colvin has forwarded two years
membership dues ($70)

Correspondence In:
•
•
•
•
•

Commonwealth Bank August statement
$1811.61
MDN drive pamphlet
Albany Vintage and Classic magazine for
August
Permission documents for use of West
Swan oval received from City of Swan.
Notification that member John Markham
had passed away.

Correspondence out:
•

28
September
Distinguished
Gentleman’s Ride. Need to register
online. Fund raising for prostate cancer.
AGM and events day set for 19 October.
Discussed having the AGM first then have
events. BBQ as usual.
Discussion about the Albany Hill Climb
weekend 16 and 17 November. There will
be a ride down south commencing the
Wednesday prior to the hill climb then
continuing the ride following the event.
Need to register for the Hill Climb.
Contact Wayne or Mike if interested in
joining the week long ride.

General Business
•
•

Chris mentioned the possibility of a new
member applying.
General discussion about eBay parts sale
and purchases

Meeting closed at 8.04 pm
Next meeting: SUNDAY 19 October at West Swan
oval for AGM. 9.00am. Will probably hold the
AGM first.
November meeting will be Tuesday 4 November.
December meeting will be Tuesday 2 December.
Please note: all club members are invited to
attend Committee meetings.

Membership welcome letter to John
Johnson. Moved Mike, seconded Rob that
the correspondence be received. Passed.

Business arising from the correspondence. Nil
Treasurer’s Report:
•

$1801.61 CR ($10 taken in bank fees)

Business arising from the correspondence. Nil
Treasurer’s Report:
•

$1801.61 CR ($10 taken in bank fees)

Ride Coordinator’s Report: General discussion of
the following:
•

17

14 September -Yarloop Steam event.
Members
trailering bikes down.
Early American Motorcycle Club

Bikes for Sale
– Ring Rob on 9242 4860 for details

Above: 1929 J Model Harley 1000cc
Below: 1929 D model Harley 750cc
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The AGM is on 19 October commencing about 9.00am so please give some thought to the
positions you would like to nominate for, or would like to nominate others for. Have a go …

EARLY AMERICAN MOTORCYCLE CLUB
NOMINATION FORM for COMMITTEE MEMBER
To ensure the effective running of the club a committee is required. This committee is comprised
of the following positions:
1. President
2. Vice President
3. Secretary
4. Treasurer
5. Editor
6. Events Coordinator
7. Property Officer
8. Safety Officer
9. Webmaster
10. General Committee members.
Please indicate if you wish to nominate yourself or another person for a position.

I_________________________ hereby nominate______________________
for the position of ______________________________ for the committee year 2015.

Signature___________________________ date_____________________
Members are urged to complete this nomination form and send it to the Secretary before then.
You must be a financial member to vote at the AGM. If you can’t make it to the meeting,
please make your vote count by sending in the Proxy Voting Form on the next page.
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EARLY AMERICAN MOTORCYCLE CLUB
PROXY VOTING FORM

I _________________________________ being a financial member of the Early American
Motorcycle Club appoint _____________________________ who is also a financial member to
act on my behalf at the Annual General meeting for the purpose of voting in new committee
members.

Signature___________________________ date_____________________

Print name______________________________ Member number_________

Please post this proforma to the Secretary at PO Box 184, Tuart Hill, WA 6939
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